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Qatar has Lowest Company Tax
DOHA- Qatar continues to provide
one of the most favorable company tax
environments in the world according to
World Bank Group and PwC’s report,
Paying Taxes 2016. The report, now in
its 10th year, finds that on average, the
model company in Qatar has a Total Tax
Rate (as defined under the Doing Business
methodology) of 11.3 percent of the
commercial profits making it the lowest
tax rate in the world; as a company makes
4.0 tax payments per year and takes an
average of 41 hours to comply.

It is worth mentioning that in 2014, only
two of the 13 Middle Eastern economies
have a Total Tax Rate higher than the
world average – Syria and Iran, with six
of the economies having a Total Tax Rate
higher than the regional average including
Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon and Yemen.

Overall, Paying Taxes 2016, incorporating
data on tax systems in 189 economies round
the world, finds that on average, the model
company has a Total Tax Rate of 40.8
percent of commercial profits, down by just
0.1 percentage point from last year. It makes
25.6 tax payments per year and takes 261
hours to comply with its tax requirements, a
drop of 2 hours compared to last year.

Commenting on the report Jeanine Daou,
Partner and Middle East Leader for
Indirect Taxes and Fiscal Policy said: “A
certain level of harmonization of the VAT
systems across the GCC will be needed
notably to avoid cases of double taxation.”

The report also finds that on average for
companies around the world, labor taxes
are at similar cost to profit taxes – with
both labor taxes and profit taxes averaging
16.2 percent each of commercial profits
worldwide, and four fifths of the taxes
In the Middle East, the case study company paid directly by businesses.
outlined in the report has an average Total
Tax Rate of 24.2 percent; it makes an Electronic filing continues to have a
average of 17.0 payments per year and it significant impact in easing the burden of
takes the company an average of 160 hours tax administration. Economies, including
to comply with its tax affairs which is Qatar’s, which have invested in online filing
below the world average of 261 hours and and payment infrastructure, are reaping a
digital dividend from these systems.
the lowest across all global regions.

Source: The Peninsula Qatar

According to the study, there was a
small increase in the Total Tax Rate of
0.2 percentage points in the region from
last year. While the time to comply and
the number of payments sub-indicators
remained unchanged for the same period.
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Abu-Ghazaleh Honored as the Best
Figure in the Economic Innovation
of 2015 by the PTBU in Istanbul
ISTANBUL – The Palestinian Turkish
Businessmen Union (PTBU) in Istanbul
honored HE Dr. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh
as the best figure of 2015 in the field of
economic innovation during a special event
organized by the Union entitled “A Man
with Determination is worth a Nation”.
This event was held under the patronage and
in the presence of Mr. Arshad Hermzlo the
advisor to former Turkish President Abdullah
Gul, a member of the board of directors of
STFA Group, Ambassador of Palestine in
Istanbul Dr. Fa’ed Mustafa, the current
Minister of Education of Palestine, former
Minister of Communication and Information
Technology Dr. Sabri Saydam, Chairman
of the Board of Directors of the Union Mr.
Mazen Al-Hasasneh, and a host of Palestinian
community figures and Turkish figures.
During his address in the event, Dr. AbuGhazaleh thanked the organizers and the
audience for this honoring. Addressing
various Arab communities especially
4
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the Palestinian and the Syrian in foreign
countries, he added “We should not
focus on protecting competencies against
immigration but be keen on creating
competencies that can provide knowledge,
experience and skills to the world.”
He also stated “Talal Abu-Ghazaleh
Organization
became
the
largest
company in several fields, especially in
Intellectual Property protection based
on IT. Through IT, it has kept pace with
different developments and it has headed
other competitors. This leads us to work
together to be knowledge makers.
Addressing the Union, he stressed “the
Organization puts different services under
the disposal of the PTBU”, pointing
out that it was agreed to sign a mutual
cooperation agreement in several fields
especially in supporting the Union and our
people in Palestine, linking the Palestinian
businessmen with those aboard, in addition
to linking the Palestinian community with
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the foreign community; especially as we are
living in the era of knowledge. As a result,
the geographic borders and the nationality
would not limit cooperation and knowledge
sharing; thanks to electronic transactions.

Ghazaleh, through the employees of his
Organization, was able to come with a result:
there are thirty million Palestinians around
the world”, pointing out to that this man’s
efforts for Palestinian and Arab are tireless.

He also thanked the Union, all its guests and
those in charge of organizing the honoring
ceremony through which the honorary
shield was presented by the event sponsor
and the chairman of the board of directors
of the Union. In addition, the committee
of the Youth Worker Union presented an
honorary shield to Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh.

Considering his support to Palestinians,
it is clear that he, in a short period, was
able to extend his services to several
places where nobody came out or in. For
example, he opened a knowledge station
in Jerusalem, a center for the children
of Samu’, a center for blinds in Jenin, a
center for Bedouins in Tubas and another
center in Tal Al-Hawa of Gaza, a center
Ambassador of Palestine in Istanbul for children with disabilities in Gaza and
HE Mr. Khalid Mustafa expressed his then went back to Khan Younis.
happiness for being among this crowd to
participate in this special event that carries Chairman of Board of Directors Mazen Alloyalty to a national Palestinian and a Hasasneh stated “my words about Dr. Talal
distinguished international innovative Abu-Ghazaleh describe a simple portion
figure that we cherish and are proud of. of the life of this international Palestinian
prominent figure. Any Palestinian or Arab
Dr. Saydam stated that “the man with must be proud of “, pointing out that he
determination who gathers us today is one of the international figures who
represents the determination of Palestinian embody the real Palestinians and one of
men that we are proud of”, pointing out that the campaigner for the Palestinian identity
“we all stop at several stations of despair and their national rights.
in our lives and that our objectives are not
enough for us, but with such Palestinian He added “he became the most influential
figure as Dr Abu-Ghazaleh we believe that figure in the region in addition to being the
the Palestinian people would never give up.” most creative in knowledge-based fields.
He is also a strong advocate for his national
He added “after a long thinking to provide rights. He is a national mark registered
a census of the Palestinians around the for Arab people who are proud of him as
world and the varying estimates, Dr. Abu- being one of the inspiring Palestinians.”
Source: Agip.com
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Input on the ICANN DNS Study for the
Middle East & Adjoining Countries
LOS ANGELES - The Internet Corporation
for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN)
announced that it published the initial
draft study on the Domain Name System
(DNS) for the Middle East and Adjoining
Countries (MEAC), and it receives now
feedback on the initial draft study which
was commissioned in June 2015.
The study aims to investigate the current state
of the Internet and the domain name industry
in the MENAC region, define best practices
that have made an impact on the domain
names growth and describe the business
potentials in the domain name market.

the study and submit suggestions and
recommendations on how to improve the
ecosystem of the Internet infrastructure
within the region, and what business
models can be adopted in the domain
names industry.
This initial report submitted by EURid
Consortium is now published and includes
the results of a survey of ccTLD registries
in the region, supplemented by interviews
with registries and registrars. Moreover, it
measures the region’s domain names from
a variety of sources, including contacts
with ccTLD managers and an automated
analysis of 150 million domains from
open gTLD zone files.

Abu-Ghazaleh
Intellectual
Property
(AGIP) was selected by ICANN as a
member of EURid Consortium to conduct Source: Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Organization
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UAE Trademark Office Launches
Online Service
ABU DHABI - The Ministry of Economy at the United Arab Emirates announced its launch
of an online trademark filing and renewal services offered by the Department of Trademarks,
these services were applied on December 6, 2015.
The new web services allow UAE local agents to file new trademarks as well as renew their
applications online.
Source: Agip.com
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GCC Trademark Law and
Implementing Regulations
Prepared by: Motasem Abu-Ghazaleh
experience for trademark practitioners
Abu-Ghazaleh
Intellectual
Property and total protection to brand owners.
(AGIP)
The GCC countries have been waiting for
few years now for the issuance of the GCC
Implementing Regulations which was a
must for putting the GCC Trademark Law
into action.

Trademark Law and Implementing
Regulations
The Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)
On May 25th, 1981 the leaders of the United
Arab Emirates, Kingdom of Bahrain,
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Sultanate of
Oman, State of Qatar and State of Kuwait
reached a cooperative framework joining
the six states to effect coordination,
integration and inter-connection among
the Member States in all fields in order to
achieve unity.

The Commercial Cooperation Committee
(comprising the Trade Ministers of each
GCC member state) who are the concerned
committee to issue the Implementing
Regulations have met in Doha on May
29, 2015 to discuss and approve the
Implementing Regulations. The decision
was that the Law, together with its
Regulations, will come into total effect The decision was an institutional embodiment
as of December 21, 2015, but this is not of a historical, social and cultural reality.
for all countries as we will see later in this
It started when they first established
article.
a Regional Patent Office for the GCC
This is a major IP milestone, not only for countries called “GCC Patent Office”. The
the GCC countries, but also for the Arab GCC Patent Regulations and the statute of
countries, the Middle East and the region the GCC Patent Office have been granted
as a whole. It presents a huge challenge for approval by the Supreme Council during
trademark offices and provide excellent the 13th summit meeting of the heads of
8
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Member States, which was held in Abu 4. Kuwait: Kuwaiti Prince His Highness
Dhabi September 21-22, 1992. As of
Sheikh Subah Al Ahmad Al Jaber Al
October 3, 1998, the GCC Patent Office
Sabah issued Law No. 13 of 2015 and
started receiving applications.
published in Official Gazette No. 1228
dated March 22, 2015.
The GCC states realized the importance of 5. The United Arab Emirates: Until today,
taking the IP protection a step further by
the UAE did not issue or approve or
having a unified trademark law which was
publish any law implementing the 2013
approved by the leaders of the six-member
version of the GCC Trademark Law.
GCC states during the 27th session of the
However, just for the completeness,
GCC Supreme Council Summit which took
His Highness Sheikh Khalifa bin
place in Riyadh, December 9-10, 2006.
Zayed Al Nahyan, President of the
United Arab Emirates (UAE), issued
Moreover, the law needed to be approved
on July 25, 2007, Federal Decree No.
locally in every country by a decree or a law,
52 approving the original version of
then to be published in the local Official
the Unified GCC Trademark Law.
Gazette of each member state to become 6. Oman: Oman did not issue, approve
effective after six months from the date of
or publish any law for the 2013 new
issuance of the Implementing Regulations,
version of the GCC Trademark Law but
member states did the following:
it has been verbally mentioned that they
will start implementing the new law and
1. Saudi Arabia: Saudi Royal Decree No.
regulations as of December 20, 2015. It
M/51 dated 26/07/1435 H (26 April
is not clear how Oman will implement
2014) approving the Saudi Council
but it will sure be clear very soon.
of Ministers decision No. 306 dated
20/07/1435 H (April 20, 2014). As per
We are yet to know how the UAE and
this Decree, the law will be published
Oman will issue the law and use the new
within 30 days from the date of issuance
Implementing Regulations to bring the
of the Implementing regulation and
GCC Trademark Law into effect.
will get into force after 90 days of its
publication in the Official Gazette.
Many articles and presentations have discussed
2. Qatar: His Highness Sheikh Tamim and explained the new GCC Trademark Law,
bin Hamad Al Thani, the Emir of however, there are a few more points from my
Qatar, issued the Decree No. 7 of 2014 readings that I would like to highlight:
approving the GCC Trademark Law
which was published on June 30, 2014. 1. This GCC Trademark Law will replace
the local Trademark Laws of each of
3. Bahrain: His Majesty King Hamad bin
the GCC member states and create
Isa Al-Khalifa issued the decision No.
a unified implementing regulations
6 of 2014 approving the unified GCC
for trademark prosecution and
Trademark Law which was published
enforcement in all states while will it
in the Official Gazette No. 3145 dated
not offer a unified filing system neither
February 27, 2014.
a single receiving office.
9
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2. The definition of a trademark has been
dramatically extended to include,
single colors, combination of colors,
sound and smell marks.
3. Rejection maybe based on similar or
confusingly similar goods/services
even if the previous application was
filed under a different class.
4. A great enhancement to the protection
of well-known trademarks mentioned
in many articles of the new law most
importantly the definition of wellknown trademark is indicated, any
trademark that holds a reputation
exceeds and goes beyond the trademark
home-country’s border, is considered a
well-known trademark, moreover, now
we have protection for the translation
of the well-known trademark.
5. A few more helpful criteria are
given to well-known trademark such
as the duration and the number of
registrations or use of the mark and the
value associated with the mark
6. The registration will be cancelled from
the Register in case of non-renewal
after six months of the expiration.
7. If the marks are cancelled from the
Register, it is not possible to file the
same mark by others for the coming
three years.
8. Penalties include a maximum of five
years’ imprisonment and payment of
fines up to $270,000.
Before the issuance of the Implementing
Regulation, all IP professionals were
puzzled on how to best answer tens of
questions related to the implementation
and impact of the new GCC Trademark
Law on local practice and procedures
that all brand owners are now much
10
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ACCUSTOMED to. Having in hand the
Regulations does answer almost all these
questions and, it is very helpful and critical
to have such a document finally in hand for
a total understanding and comprehension
of the new prosecution and enforcement
platform in the GCC countries. It goes
without saying that it needs a few
years from now to have these laws and
regulations implemented completely in
all member states, but I’m sure once this
happens, trademark protection will be in a
much better position than it is now. From
the new Implementing Regulations, some
of the immediate notes and observations
that represent milestones in these countries
are as follows, while more observations
will follow with practice:
1. An applicant can claim only one class
in every trademark application he
files, however, it is allowed to have
multi class coverage in the same
application in case the competent
department approves this and that it is
in compliance with the International
Classification of Goods and Services
(NICE classification).This gives total
freedom to member states to choose,
now or later, always or temporary, to
all or to specific cases, single class or
multi class applications.
2. The requirements for filing are: Four
prints of the marks, legalized and
translated Power of Attorney, any proof
of business practice and translation of
the mark if it is in the English language
with explanation how it will be
pronounced.It would be great to finally
see a trademark office that requests
pronunciation of the mark as part of
the application requirements. It is an
imperative and long waited internal
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3.

4.
5.

6.

7.
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control point for the protection of a
mark’s actual pronunciation.
For sound marks, they should be
applied for in the form of musical notes
or written description.
For smell marks, they should be applied
for in the form of a written description.
Trademark Office should conduct
formal examination of all applications
within 90 days of filing by either
accepting or rejecting the application
in terms of its formality. Notification
can also be in electronic means.
The applicant has another 90 days
to complete missing information,
documents or explanation.
There will be an appeal committee
formed by the responsible minister that
will receive appeal against the rejection
of the applications within 60 days from
notification, then the committee will
examine the appeal and take a decision,
this decision will be delivered to the
Appellant within 30 days of issuing
this decision. The Appellant can appeal
the Committee’s decision to the court
within 60 days of notification.
One of the important questions was
how the publication will take place,
will it be through the Official Gazette
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or Trademark Journal or newspaper
or a combination of them, Article 11
indicated that the department in-charge
will either issue or choose a special
publication for trademarks.
8. As for the fees, it is issued with the
Implementing Regulations and Article
40 gave every country the option to
impose any official fees different than
those in the Regulations and as per
what they see best.
What we may witness during the coming
few months is maybe some change in the
official fees, particularly increases and
most likely in Kuwait, Oman and Bahrain.
Member states will also need to decide
where to publish trademarks, how to
establish committee and enforcement
issues are a big challenge, but we are
sure that these Offices will be up to the
challenge and will eventually succeed.
We have an exciting and remarkable IP
development taking place in this part of
the world and a new model of protection
that is created in this region hoping to see
it coming to reality and be part of it.
Source: Agip.com
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Russia Amends Unfair
Competition Law
By: Tatyana Kulikova
MOSCOW- The amendments to the
Law on Protection of Competition were
adopted in Russia on October 5, 2015 and
will enter into force on January 5, 2016.
The most important change concerns
Chapter 2 called “Unfair Competition”,
which now includes eight articles (141–148)
instead of one, as various forms of unfair
competition are defined in more detail.

•
•

service marks, company names, trade
names, appellations of origin, or trade
dress infringement (colors, packaging,
design of retail space, corporate style,
shop windows) (Art. 146);
Illegal disclosure of information (Art.
147);
Other forms of unfair competition (Art.
148).

Source: Petosevic.com

The new version of the law prohibits:

•

•

•

•
•
•
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Dissemination of false, inaccurate or
misleading information that may cause
damage to an economic entity or its
business reputation (Art. 141);
Misleading others as to the price,
quality, quantity, place of production
or other characteristics of the goods
(Art. 142);
Incorrect comparison of business
entities or their goods, including the
use of terms such as “the best”, “first”,
“number one”, “only”, “exclusive”,
“just”, without indicating characteristics
or parameters of comparison that can
be verified in practice (Art. 143);
Registration of IP rights in bad faith
(Art. 144);
Commercialization of goods with
illegally used IP rights (Art. 145);
Committing or omitting acts that can
lead to confusion with regards to
competing business entities or goods,
including the illegal use of trademarks,
TAG-Legal
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TAG-Org Employees Pass the
Advanced International Certificate
Course Offered by WIPO
SEOUL-Talal
Abu-Ghazaleh
Legal
(TAGLegal) proudly announces that one of
our lawyers, Ms. Mona Adel, has obtained
the 6th Advanced International Certificate
(AICC) on IP Asset Management for
Business Success in Seoul.
The AICC Certificate is organized jointly by
The World Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO), the Korean Intellectual Property
Office (KIPO), the Korea Advanced Institute
of Science and Technology (KAIST), and
the Korea Invention Promotion Association
(KIPA) on IP Asset Management for
Business Success Based on the IP Panorama
Multimedia Toolkit.
All of the applicants had to pass the program’s
three steps to become certified; the first was
an online course, followed by an IP essay
test, where only performers with the highest
results were then qualified to move forward
for the third and final step, the offline program
which was held in Seoul, Korea.
Ms. Mona Adel was among the top
performers in the first two steps, the
online course and IP essay, for which she
was granted a scholarship to attend the
three-day offline training course which
covered topics on IP asset management
13
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from a practical business perspective such
as IP Capital Management, IP-Current
International Landscape, Fundamentals of
Technology Transfer, and Collaborative
Innovation and Licensing.
Moreover, Ms. Adel had a great
opportunity to enrich her knowledge
in the IP field as the program gathered
participants from different developed and
developing countries who were conducted
by specialists in IP from USA, Australia,
Switzerland, and Korea; creating an
adequate environment for experience
exchange and knowledge share.
Our colleagues’ success attunes with the
organization’s objectives of continuous
improvement. TAGLegal has always
encouraged its employees to widen their
scope of knowledge and to refine their skills
and experience which eventually reflects
on the quality of provided services by the
organization to stay a model in the IP field.
TAGLegal is also proud of our colleagues
from our sister company AGIP, Ms. Maryem
Blidi; Tunisia Office; and Mr. Rohit Singh;
India Office; who also passed the course.
Source: TAGLegal News
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Where We Operate
General Administration
Email: taglegal@tag-legal.com

Kabul, Afghanistan
Email: asia@tag-legal.com

Abu Dhabi, UAE
Email: abudhabi@tag-legal.com

Karachi, Pakistan
Email: asia@tag-legal.com

Algeria, Algeria
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Khartoum, Sudan
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Amman, Jordan
Email: jordan@tag-legal.com

Kuwait City, Kuwait
Email: kuwait@tag-legal.com

Baghdad, Iraq
Email: iraq@tag-legal.com

Manama, Kingdom of Bahrain
Email: bahrain@tag-legal.com

Beirut, Lebanon
Email: lebanon@tag-legal.com

Moscow, Russia
Email: eu@tag-legal.com

Cairo, Egypt
Email: egypt@tag-legal.com

Muscat, Oman
Email: oman@tag-legal.com

Damascus, Syria
Email: syria@tag-legal.com

New Delhi, India
Email: asia@tag-legal.com

Casablanca, Morocco
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Nicosia, Cyprus
Email: eu@tag-legal.com

Doha, Qatar
Email: qatar@tag-legal.com

Ramallah, Palestine
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Dubai, UAE
Email: uae@tag-legal.com

Riyadh, KSA
Email: ksa@tag-legal.com

Erbil, Iraq
Email: iraq@tag-legal.com

Sana’a, Yemen
Email: yemen@tag-legal.com

Jebel Ali Free Zone Area, UAE
Email: Jafza@tag-legal.com

Shanghai, China
Email: asia@tag-legal.com

Jeddah, KSA
Email: jeddah@tag-legal.com

Tunis, Tunisia
Email: mea@tag-legal.com
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